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ABSTRACT
The performance prediction and task sequencing in tradi-
tional adaptive intelligent tutoring systems needs informa-
tion gained from expert and domain knowledge. In a for-
mer work a new efficient task sequencer based on a perfor-
mance prediction system was presented, which only needs
former performance information but not the expensive ex-
pert and domain knowledge. In this paper we aim to sup-
port this approach by automatically gained multimodal in-
put like for instance speech input from the students. Our
proposed approach extracts features from this multimodal
input and applies to that features an automatic affect recog-
nition method. The recognised affects shall finally be used to
support the mentioned task sequencer and its performance
prediction system. Consequently, in this paper we (1) pro-
pose a new approach for supporting task sequencing and
performance prediction in adaptive intelligent tutoring sys-
tems by affect recognition applied to multimodal input, (2)
present an analysis of appropriate features for affect recog-
nition extracted from students speech input and show the
suitability of the proposed features for affect recognition for
adaptive intelligent tutoring systems, and (3) present a tool
for data collection and labelling which helps to construct an
appropriate data set for training the desired affect recogni-
tion approach.

Keywords
multimodal input, affect recognition, feature analysis, speech,
adaptive intelligent tutoring systems

1. INTRODUCTION
Learning management systems like intelligent tutoring sys-
tems are an important tool for supporting the education of

students for instance in learning fractional arithmetic. The
main advantages of intelligent tutoring systems are the pos-
sibility for a student to practice any time, as well as the
possibility of adaptivity and individualisation for a single
student. An adaptive intelligent tutoring system possesses
an internal model of the student and a task sequencer which
decides which tasks in which order are shown to the student.
Originally, the task sequencing in adaptive intelligent tutor-
ing systems is done using information gained from expert
and domain knowledge and logged information about the
performance of students in former exercises. In [12] a new
efficient sequencer based on a performance prediction sys-
tem was presented, which only uses former performance in-
formation from the students to sequence the tasks and does
not need the expensive expert and domain knowledge. This
approach applies the machine learning method matrix fac-
torization (see e.g. [1]) for performance prediction to former
performance information. Subsequently, it uses the output
of the performance prediction process to sequence the tasks
according to the theory of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal De-
velopment [14]. That is the sequencer chooses the next task
in order to neither bore nor frustrate the student or in other
words, the next task should not be too easy or too hard for
the student.

In this paper we propose to support the task sequencer and
performance prediction system of the approach in [12] in a
new way by further automatically to get and process mul-
timodal information. One part of this multimodal informa-
tion, which is investigated in this paper, is the speech input
from the students interacting with the intelligent tutoring
system while solving tasks. A further part will be the typed
input or mouse click input from the students, which will be
reported in upcoming works. The approach proposed in this
paper extracts features from the mentioned multimodal in-
formation and applies to that features an automatic affect
recognition method. The output of the affect recognition
method indicates, if the last task was too easy, too hard or
appropriate for the student. This information matches the
theory of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development, hence
it is obviously suitable for supporting the performance pre-
diction system and task sequencer of the approach in [12].
However, for the proposed approach we need a large amount



of labelled data. For this reason we developed a tutoring tool
which (a) records students speech input as well as typed in-
put and mouse click input and (b) allows the students to
label by themselves how difficult they perceived the shown
tasks. This tool is presented in the second part of this pa-
per and will be used to conduct further studies to gain the
desired labelled data.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) presentation
of a new approach for supporting performance prediction
and task sequencing in adaptive intelligent tutoring systems
by affect recognition on multimodal input, (2) identification
and analysis of appropriate and statistically significant fea-
tures for the presented approach, and (3) presentation of a
new tutoring tool for multimodal data collection and self-
labelling to gain automatically labelled data for training ap-
propriate affect recognition methods.

In the following, first we will present some preliminary con-
siderations along with state-of-the-art in section 2. Subse-
quently, we will describe in section 3 the real data set used
for the feature analysis and investigate in section 4 for the
data set the correlation between students affects and their
performance. In section 5 we will propose and analyse ap-
propriate features for affect recognition and in section 6 we
will explain how to support performance prediction and task
sequencing in intelligent tutoring systems by affect recogni-
tion applied to multimodal input. Before we conclude, we
will describe in section 7 the mentioned tool for multimodal
data collection and self-labelling.

2. PREPARATION AND RELATED WORK
Before an automatic affect recognition approach can be ap-
plied, one has to clarify three things: (1) What kind of fea-
tures shall be used, (2) what kind of classes shall be used and
(3) which instances shall be mapped to features and labelled
with the class labels. After deciding which features, classes
and instances shall be considered, one can apply affect recog-
nition methods to these input data. In the following subsec-
tions we will present possible features, classes, instances and
methods for affect recognition supporting performance pre-
diction and task sequencing in adaptive intelligent tutoring
systems along with the state-of-the-art.

2.1 Features
The first step before applying automatic affect recognition is
to identify useful features for this process. For the purpose
to recognise affect in speech one can use two different kinds
of features ([13]): acoustic and linguistic features. Further,
one can distinct linguistics (like n-grams and bag-of-words)
and disfluencies (like pauses). If linguistics features are used,
a transcription or speech recognition process has to be ap-
plied to the speech input before affect recognition can be
conducted. Subsequently, approaches from the field of sen-
timent classification or opinion mining (see e.g. [10]) can be
applied to the output of this process. However, the methods
of this field have to be adjusted to be applicable to speech
instead of written statements.

Another possibility for speech features is to use disfluencies
features like it was done in [17], [7] and [4] for expert iden-
tification. The advantage of using such features is that in-
stead of a full transcription or speech recognition approach

only for instance a pause identification has to be applied
before. That means that one does not inherit the error of
the full speech recognition approach. Furthermore, these
features are independent from the need that students use
words related to affects. For using this kind of features one
has to investigate, which particular features are suitable for
the special task of affect classification in adaptive intelligent
tutoring systems. Because of the mentioned advantage of
disfluencies features in this work we focus on features ex-
tracted from information about speech pauses as one part
of the multimodal input for affect recognition.

As mentioned in the introduction the other part of the mul-
timodal input will be features which are gained from infor-
mation about typed input or mouse click input from the
students. This kind of features is similar to the keystroke
dynamics features used in [2]. In [2] emotional states were
identified by analysing the rhythm of the typing patterns of
persons on a keyboard.

2.2 Classes
The second step before applying automatic affect recogni-
tion is to define the classes corresponding to emotions and
affective states, which shall be recognised by the used af-
fect recognition approach. According to [6], [5] and [16] it is
possible to recognise in intelligent tutoring systems students
affects like for instance confusion, frustration, boredom and
flow. As mentioned above, we want to use the students
behaviour information gained from speech and from typed
input or mouse click input for supporting the performance
prediction system and task sequencer of the approach in [12],
which is based on the theory of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal
Development [14]. That means that the goal is to neither
bore the student with too easy tasks nor to frustrate him
with too hard tasks, but to keep him in the Zone of Proximal
Development. Accordingly, we want to use the output of the
automatic affect recognition to get an answer to the question
“Was this task too easy, too hard or appropriate for the stu-
dent?”, or with other words we want to find out if the student
felt under-challenged, over-challenged or like to be in a flow.
However, the mapping between confusion, frustration, bore-
dom and under-challenged, over-challenged is not unambigu-
ous as one can infer e.g. from the studies mentioned in [16].
Hence, we will use instead of the above mentioned affect
classes three other classes for supporting performance pre-
diction and task sequencing by automatic affect recognition:
under-challenged, over-challenged and flow. One could sum-
marise these classes as perceived task-difficulty classes, as we
aim to recognise the individual perceived task-difficulty from
the view of the student.

2.3 Instances
The third step before applying automatic affect recognition
is deciding which instances shall be mapped to features and
labelled with the class labels. If the goal of the affect recog-
nition is to provide a student motivation or hints according
to his affective state like e.g. in [16], then instances can be
utterances. For supporting performance prediction and task
sequencing by affect recognition instead one needs at the end
of a task the information, if the task overall was too easy,
too hard or appropriate for the student. The reason is that
this information shall help to choose the next task shown
to the student. Hence, an instance for supporting perfor-



mance prediction and task sequencing by affect recognition
has to be instead of an utterance the whole speech input of
a student for one task.

2.4 Methods
The possible methods for an automatic affect recognition
depend on the kind of the features used as input. As men-
tioned above, for speech we distinct two kinds of features:
linguistics features and disfluencies. Linguistics features are
gained by a preceding speech recognition process and can
be processed by methods coming from the areas sentiment
analysis and opinion mining ([10]). Especially methods from
the field of opinion mining on microposts seem to be appro-
priate if linguistics features are considered. State-of-the-art
approaches in opinion mining on microposts use methods
for instance based on optimisation approaches ([3]) or Naive
Bayes ([11]).

The process of gaining disfluencies like pauses is different
to the full speech recognition process. For extracting for
instance pauses usually an energy threshold on the decibel
scale is used as in [4] or an SVM is applied for pause clas-
sification on acoustic features as in [9]. Appropriate state-
of-the-art methods for automatic emotion and affect recog-
nition on disfluencies features as well as on features from
information about typed input or mouse click input are –
as proposed e.g. in [13] and [6] – classification methods like
artificial neural networks, SVM, decision trees or ensembles
of those.

3. REAL DATA SET
After identifying features, classes, instances and methods
for affect recognition for supporting performance prediction
and task sequencing like above one can collect data for a
concrete feature analysis and a training of the chosen affect
classification method. We conducted a study in which the
speech and actions of ten 10 to 12 years old German stu-
dents were recorded and students affective states as well as
the perceived task-difficulties were reported. The labelling
of these data was done on the one hand concurrently by
the tutor and on the other hand retrospectively by a second
reviewer. Furthermore, a labelling per exercise (consisting
of several subtasks) and an overall labelling per student as
an aggregation of the labels per exercise was done. During
the study a paper sheet with fraction tasks was shown to
the students and they were asked to paint (with the soft-
ware Paint) and explain their observations and answers. We
made a screen recording to record the painting of the stu-
dents and an acoustic recording to record the speech of the
students. The screen recordings were used for the retrospec-
tive annotation. The speech recordings shall be used to gain
the input for affect recognition. The mentioned typed input
or mouse click input information we will collect and investi-
gate in further studies with the self-labelling and multimodal
data collection tutoring tool described in section 7.1. In this
paper we focus on speech features and hence in section 5 we
will propose and analyse possible features extracted from
speech pauses. But first we will investigate in the following
section 4 the correlation between perceived task-difficulty
labels and the performance of the students in the real data
set.
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Figure 1: Mapping of the perceived task-difficulty
labels to the scores of the students in the real data
set.

4. CORRELATION OF PERCEIVED TASK-
DIFFICULTY LABELS AND SCORE

Before we present speech features for recognising perceived
task-difficulty, we want to show that there is a correlation
between the proposed perceived task-difficulty labels and
the performance of the students, to underline the suitabil-
ity of supporting performance prediction and task sequenc-
ing by the proposed affect recognition approach. Hence,
we mapped the overall perceived task-difficulty labels to
the overall score of the students (see figure 1). For this
mapping we encoded the different overall perceived task-
difficulty class labels as follows:

• 0 = over-challenged

• 1 = over-challenged/flow

• 2 = flow

• 3 = flow/under-challenged

• 4 = under-challenged

The overall score of a student i is computed by

nci

nti

, (1)

where nci is the number of correctly solved tasks of student
i and nti is the number of tasks shown to student i. In figure
1 one can see that there is a clear correlation between per-
ceived task-difficulty labels and score. To substantiate this
observation we applied a statistical test by conducting a lin-
ear regression and measuring the p-value, indicating the sta-
tistical significance, as well as the R2 and Adjusted R2 value,
indicating how well the regression line can approximate the
real data points. This approach delivers a p-value of 0.0027,



Figure 2: Graphic of the decibel scale of an example
sound file of a student. The two straight horizontal
lines indicate the threshold.

a R2 value of 0.6966, and an Adjusted R2 value of 0.6586.
The small p-value indicates a strong statistical significance.
The significant correlation between perceived task-difficulty
labels and scores, which demonstrate the performance, indi-
cates that it makes sense to support performance prediction
and task sequencing by perceived task-difficulty classifica-
tion.

5. SPEECH FEATURE ANALYSIS
The features we propose and analyse in this section are
gained from speech pauses. Hence, first one has to iden-
tify pauses within the speech input data. The most easy
way is to define a threshold on the decibel scale as done
e.g. in [4]. For our preliminary study of the data we also
used such a threshold, which we adjusted by hand. More ex-
plicitly, we extracted the amplitudes of the sound files and
computed the decibel values. Subsequently, we investigated
which decibel values belong to speech and which ones to
pauses (see figure 2). In larger data and in the application
phase later on, one has to learn automatically the distinction
between speech and pauses by either learn the threshold or
train an SVM, which classifies speech and pauses.

5.1 Single Feature Analysis
Before we can introduce the features we want to investigate,
we have to define some measurements:

• m: number of students

• pi: total length of pauses of student i

• si: total length of speech of student i

• npi : number of pause segments of student i

• nsi : number of speech segments of student i

• p
(x)
i : xth pause segment of student i

• s
(y)
i : yth speech segment of student i

• nti : number of tasks shown to student i

• nci : number of correctly solved tasks by student i

• Overall score for student i:
nci
nti

Table 1: p-value, R2 and Adjusted R2 for the feature
Length of maximal pause segment mapped to score
as well as to label.

Mapped to p-value R2 Adjusted R2

Score 0.1156 0.2802 0.1902
Label 0.0678 0.3577 0.2774

Our data set exists of acoustic recordings from m students,
each of which saw nti tasks and solved nci tasks correctly.
The overall score of a student i in this case is the number
of correctly solved tasks nci divided by the number of seen
tasks nti . After applying the above mentioned threshold to
the data, we get for each student i the total length of pauses
pi and the total length of speech si in his acoustic recoding.
Furthermore, we can count connected pause and speech seg-
ments to get the number of pause segments npi and speech
segments nsi of a student i. The xth pause segment is then

p
(x)
i and the yth speech segment s

(y)
i . By means of these

measurements and their combination we can create a set of
features useful for affect recognition supporting performance
prediction and task sequencing:

• Ratio between pauses and speech ( pi
si

)

• Frequency of speech pause changes (
npi

+nsi
maxj(npj

+nsj
)
)

• Percentage of pauses of input speech data ( pi
(pi+si)

)

• Length of maximal pause segment (maxx(p
(x)
i ))

• Length of average pause segment (
∑

x p
(x)
i

npi
)

• Length of maximal speech segment (maxy(s
(y)
i ))

• Length of average speech segment (
∑

y s
(y)
i

nsi
)

• Average number of seconds needed per task ( (pi+si)
nti

)

The ratio between the total length of pauses and the total
length of speech indicates, if one one them is notable larger
than the other one, i.e. if the student made much more
speech pauses than speaking or vice versa. The frequency
of speech and pause segment changes indicates, if there are
many short speech and pauses segments or just a few large
ones and it is normalised by dividing it by the maximal sum
of pause and speech segments over all students. From the
percentage of pauses one can see if the total pause length
was much larger than the total speech part, i.e. the student
did not speak much but was more thinking silently. The
length of maximal pause or speech segment indicates if there
was e.g. a very long pause segment where the student was
thinking silently or a very long speech segment where the
student was in a speech flow. The length of average pause
or speech segment give us an idea of how much on average
the student was in a silent thinking phase or a speech flow.
The average number of seconds needed per task indicates
how long a student on average needed for solving a task.

To investigate, if these features are suitable to describe per-
ceived task-difficulty as well as performance in our real data



Table 2: p-value, R2 and Adjusted R2 for the best
combinations of features (with a p-value smaller
than 0.05) of a set with 6, 5, 4 or 3 features mapped
to the score.

p- Adj.
# Features val. R2 R2

Frequency of changes,
seconds per task,

6 max. length of pause, 0.0439 0.9516 0.8548
average length of pause,
max. length of speech
average length of speech
Frequency of changes,
seconds per task,

5 max. length of pause, 0.0105 0.9496 0.8867
average length of pause,
average length of speech
Frequency of changes,

4 seconds per task,
average length of pause, 0.0415 0.8207 0.6773
average length of speech

3 Frequency of changes,
frequency of changes, 0.0431 0.719 0.5786
average length of speech

set, we mapped the values of each feature to the score as well
as to the perceived task-difficulty labels. Subsequently, we
applied a linear regression to measure the p-value as well as
the R2 and Adjusted R2 value. However, as expected, single
features are not very significant. The feature with the best
values for p-value, R2 and Adjusted R2 – mapped to score as
well as to labels – is the Length of maximal pause segment.
The statistical values for this feature are shown in table 1.
These values are not very satisfactory, as one would desire
a p-value smaller than 0.05 and values for R2 and Adjusted
R2 which are closer to 1. A more reasonable approach is
to combine several features instead of considering just one
feature. Hence, in the following section we will investigate
different combinations of features.

5.2 Feature Combination Analysis
We analysed different combinations of features by applying
a multivariate linear regression to them to gain the p-value,
R2 and Adjusted R2 for these combinations. The investi-
gated combinations are combinations where all features are
not strongly correlated, i.e. whenever we had two correlated
features we put just one of them into the feature set for that
combination. In further steps we removed from the con-
sidered feature sets feature by feature. Furthermore, in the
multivariate linear regression we mapped the features on the
one hand to the score and on the other hand to the labels.
The results of the best combinations, i.e. such with a p-value
at least smaller than 0.05, are shown in table 2 and 3. For
the score there were no combinations with only 2 features
with a p-value smaller than 0.05, hence in table 2 we just
listed the best combinations with 3 up to 6 features. For
the labels instead there were no such combinations, which
have a p-value smaller than 0.05, with 6 features, so that
in table 3 we only listed the best combinations of 2 up to 5
features. For both (score and labels) there are statistically
significant feature combinations. That means that our pro-

Table 3: p-value, R2 and Adjusted R2 for the best
combinations of features (with a p-value smaller
than 0.05) of a set with 5, 4, 3 or 2 features mapped
to the labels.

p- Adj.
# Features val. R2 R2

Ratio pause speech,
frequency of changes,

5 seconds per task, 0.0284 0.9158 0.8106
average length of pause,
average length of speech
Ratio pause speech,

4 frequency of changes,
average length of pause, 0.0154 0.8818 0.7872
average length of speech

3 Ratio pause speech,
frequency of changes, 0.0117 0.8207 0.7311
average length of speech

2 Frequency of changes,
average length of speech 0.0327 0.6238 0.5163

posed features are able to describe the score as well as the
labels.

6. SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE PREDIC-
TION AND SEQUENCING

As mentioned in the introduction, our goal is to support the
performance prediction system and task sequencer of the ap-
proach in [12] by affect recognition, or by multimodal input
respectively. Hence, in the following we will propose how
to realise this support. In figure 3 a block diagram of the
approach of supporting performance prediction and task se-
quencing by means of affect recognition is presented. The
approach in [12] is represented in figure 3 by the non-dotted
arrows: the performance prediction gets input from former
performances and computes by means of the machine learn-
ing method matrix factorization predictions for future per-
formances, which are the input for the task sequencer. The
task sequencer decides based on the theory of Vygotsky’s
Zone of Proximal Development from the performance pre-
diction input which task shall be shown next to the student.
This process can be supported by the multimodal input as
follows:

(1) The additional input for the performance predictor can
be the output of the affect recognition, i.e. the per-
ceived task-difficulty labels. In this case the perfor-
mance predictor can take the perceived task-difficulty
of the last task (T (t)) to use the following rules for de-

ciding how difficult the next task (T (t+1)) should be:

– If T (t) was too easy (label under-challenged or

flow/under-challenged), then T (t+1) should be harder.

– If T (t) was appropriate (label flow), then T (t+1)

should be similar difficult.

– If T (t) was too hard (label over-challenged or over-

challenged/flow), then T (t+1) should be easier.

(2) The values of the features gained by feature extrac-
tion from speech, typed input and mouse click input
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Figure 3: Approach for supporting performance pre-
diction and task sequencing by means of multimodal
input and affect recognition.

can be fed directly into the performance prediction
without applying an affect recognition. That means
that the features are mapped to scores instead of per-
ceived task-difficulty classes. That this makes sense
was shown in section 4 and 5. The performance pre-
dictor can then compare e.g. the differences between
performances, expressed as score, and the scores com-
puted by means of the features (ŝcore). This differ-
ence indicates outliers like if a student felt to be in
a flow or under-challenged but his score is worse, i.e.
ŝcore > score. In this case the student may not fully
understand the principles of the considered task al-
though he thinks so. Hence, next the system should
show the student rather tasks which explain the ap-
proach of solving such kind of tasks.

In our studies we observed the behaviour of students de-
scribed in (2), i.e. the student was labelled as to be in a
flow or under-challenged, although he performed worse, as
he just thought to understand how the tasks should be solved
but he was wrong. In figure 4 this behaviour is indicated by
the outliers.

7. LABELLING AND DATA COLLECTION
As mentioned in section 3 the labels of our real data set come
from two sources: (a) a concurrent annotation by the tutor
and (b) a retrospective annotation by another external re-
viewer on the basis of the tasks sheet, the sound files and the
screen recording. However, in the literature one can find fur-
ther labelling strategies like self-labelling of the students (see
e.g. [5], [6], [8]). The advantage of self-labelling is that one
can gain automatically a labelled data set for a subsequent
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Figure 4: Mapping of the perceived task-difficulty
labels to the scores of the students in the real data
set (a) with outliers indicated by surrounding rect-
angles (top) and (b) without outliers (bottom).

training of an affect recognition method. Furthermore, as
we want to recognise the perceived task-difficulty from the
view of the student, a label from the student himself seem to
be more appropriate than labels from another person only
reviewing the behaviour of the student. Hence, for further
studies we developed a tool for collecting speech data and
typed input and mouse click input data, labelled automati-
cally with the task-difficulty perceived by the student. This
tool will be further described in the following section.

7.1 Self-Labelling Fractional Arithmetic Tu-
tor for Multimodal Data Collection

To be able to conduct studies in which the students them-
selves label the task-difficulty which they perceived, we de-
veloped a tutoring tool (self - self-labelling fractional arith-
metic tutor for multimodal data collection) written in Java.
However, for little children it might be difficult to analyse
themselves (see e.g. [8]). Hence, self-labelling is often ap-
plied in experiments with at least college students as for
instance in [5]. Therefore, we will conduct the experiments
with this tool first with older students and more challenging
tasks. Later on we will investigate if there is a way to adapt
the tool so that a self-labelling is possible also with younger
students. Nevertheless, conducting experiments with older
students has several advantages besides the possibility of a
reasonable self-labelling: older students are able to focus on
the tasks longer than young students and the privacy issues
are not such strong as for younger students. Both facts lead
to more data. Hence, besides investigating the possibility of



adapting self for younger students, we have to identify dif-
ferences and similarities of the data from older and younger
students to find out how to exploit older students data to
recognise affects from multimodal input from younger stu-
dents.

In figure 5 one can see the graphical user interface of our self-
labelling multimodal data collection tool self. To gain more
background information, in the beginning self asks some
information from the students as course of studies, number
of terms, age and gender. Subsequently, an instruction with
hints how to behave is shown to the students, which they can
have a look at also while interacting with the tool (button
”Anleitung“). self speaks to the students to motivate them
to speak with the system and records the speech input of the
students. The speech output of self is generated by means
of text to speech realised by the library MARY developed
at the DFKI ([18]). While interacting with the system, the
student can type in numbers, ask for a hint (button ”Hilfe”),
skip the task because it is too easy or because it is too hard
(left buttons) or submit the solution (button ”Endergebnis
überprüfen”). Every action of the student, like asking for
a hint or submitting the answer, is written – together with
a time stamp – into a log file immediately after the action,
enabling also the extraction of typed input or mouse click
input features. Also a score depending on the number of
requested hints hr and the number of incorrect inputs w is
computed according to the approach in [15] and written into
the log file. The formula for this score is

1 − (
hr

ht
+ (w · 0.1)) , (2)

where ht is the total number of available hints for the con-
sidered task. The meaning behind the formula is that each
wrong input w(j) is punished with a factor of 0.1 and every

request of a hint h
(k)
r is punished with a factor of 1

ht
, so that

if every hint was seen the score will be 0. After the student
submitted the correct answer, he is asked to evaluate, if this
task was too easy, too hard or appropriate for him (see pop-
up window in figure 5). The tasks implemented in self for
older students cover the following areas:

• Reducing fractions with numbers and variables

• Fraction addition with and without intermediate steps
and with numbers and variables

• Fraction subtraction with and without intermediate
steps and with numbers and variables

• Fraction multiplication with and without intermediate
steps and with numbers and variables

• Fraction division with and without intermediate steps
and with numbers and variables

• Distributivity law with and without intermediate steps

• Finite sums of unit fractions

• Rule of Three

After developing self, the next step will be to conduct fur-
ther studies with students to collect an adequate amount of

automatically labelled speech input, typed input and mouse
click input data for training an affect recognition method
and supporting performance prediction and task sequencing.
Furthermore, we will investigate if there is a way to adapt
self so that also younger students can label themselves.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new approach for supporting performance
prediction and task sequencing in adaptive intelligent tutor-
ing systems by affect recognition on features gained from
multimodal input like students speech input. For this ap-
proach we proposed and analysed appropriate speech fea-
tures and showed that there are statistically significant fea-
ture combinations which are able to describe students affect,
or perceived task-difficulty respectively, as well as the perfor-
mance of a student. Furthermore, we proved the possibility
of supporting performance prediction and task sequencing
by perceived task-difficulties by demonstrating that there is
a correlation between perceived task-difficulty and perfor-
mance. Next steps will be to conduct more studies with
students by means of the presented self-labelling and multi-
modal data collection tool to enable a training of an appro-
priate affect recognition method for supporting performance
prediction and task sequencing in adaptive intelligent tutor-
ing systems.
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